MANIFESTO

I, Chaitanya Kolhe (17D170018), if elected for the post of Events Nominee, propose to do the following:

**Keys Initiatives:**
- Jamming session to be held in H2 Lounge so that people actively participate
- Official work reports from all cult secretaries on a monthly basis
- Competitions similar to Installation GC (wing wise) to create artefacts which will be used as decoratives during FUN2SHH.
- An online platform for quizzesing so that people can practice before GCs
- Genre-wise titles for people who perform exceptionally well in GC

**General Championships:**
- Make “Behind the Scenes” for long prep GCs like Gyrations, Goonj, MDGC, MVGC to attract people
- Incentives like food coupons (BnB, Campus Hub) for small prep GC
- Make a Doc called “GC logs” wherein people can write the Poems that they recited in GCs or stories that they wrote. They can also write their experiences during the Long prep GCs.
- Feedback from Long prep GC mentors (choreographers, directors) to understand who among the group performs really well and he then can be pinged to participate in future GCs.

**Events and Reforms:**
- The Secretaries will receive the list of performers for the GC whom they will personally meet and encourage to participate
- A “Contacts Directory” with all vendor contacts will be shared with the Councillors and Secretaries in order to facilitate smooth functioning
- H2’s Got Talent will be treated as the finale for various intra-hostel competitions and give away for all prizes for the previous semester acknowledging choreographers of Gyrations and directors, scriptwriters for MDGC, MVGC
- Formulate a Core Group for FUN2SHH consisting of 8 secretaries in departments viz FnB, Publicity, Games, Intra-hostel, H2’s Got Talent

**Credentials:**
- Literary Arts Secretary (2018)
- PAF “Kuttay” Dramatics Manager (2019)
- Fun2shh Core Group Member (2019)
- Competitions & LYPs Coordinator (Dramatics) (2018)